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A

Creative Arts Day at Bolton School Boys’ Division and Manchester Art
Gallery, involving several recent leavers, oﬀered enrichment to boys
and celebrated the recent submission of School’s Case Study for Platinum
Artsmark status.
Former pupil Hadley Stewart, now a successful journalist, started proceedings by
speaking to able, gifted and talented pupils in Year 10 about how to get ahead in
journalism, including writing for men’s health and medical publications and on
diversity matters. Alex Greenhalgh, a social entrepreneur who left Bolton School in
2014, oﬀered a similarly interactive session when he addressed the winners of the
School’s in-house SPACE entrepreneurial competition about setting up
Community Integrated Care (CIC) and his work within homeless communities. The
morning concluded with an engaging workshop from screenwriter Jon Brackley,
who includes ‘Spooks’ and ‘Humans’ among his credits, who told the boys that it
is very diﬃcult, if not impossible, to come up with new ideas, but the trick is to tell
an old story diﬀerently and to try and put a twist on it. In a short exercise, he
helped boys develop their own ‘blockbuster’ script and commended them on
their use of humour, which he said is an integral part of hard-hitting drama.
In the afternoon, boys from across Years 8, 9 and 10 worked with RoughHouse
Young Company as they carried out final rehearsals of their play ‘My Room, My
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Bolton’, a play inspired by Bolton’s part in the 1930s Mass
Observation Project, ahead of its debut performance that evening
in a ‘gallery takeover’ event at Manchester Art Gallery. The play
celebrates the town, the people and its places and the talented
actors performed it as they opened an Alumni event at the art
gallery.

Wadsworth (former CEO and Chairman of EMI) along with
compere Adam Woolley (BBC). Wrapping up a day of creative
enrichment, Alex Greenhalgh oﬀered up photography from his
Stories from the Streets project and former pupils Iman Orths,
Adam Ekuiba and James Barker all sang at the networking event.
Headmaster Philip Britton said: "This was an excellent way to
mark our achievements with Artsmark and a statement of intent
about the importance of the arts in our curriculum and for the
The creative arts were further celebrated on the evening through

ethos of the school."

performances from a string quartet and ukulele ensemble, as well
as immersive theatre in the form of wandering characters
Prospero (Year 13 student Mohammad Master) and
Mephistopheles (alumnus Alex O’Loughlin), practical print
projects and dance. All this preceded a keynote presentation from
former pupils Mark Radcliﬀe (BBC broadcaster) and Tony
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F

ormer pupils of Bolton School, Mark Radcliﬀe (BBC Radio broadcaster) and
Tony Wadsworth CBE (former Chairman and CEO of EMI and Parlophone) shared
centre stage with recent leaver Adam Woolley (BBC) in an evening of rock and roll
reflections at the Manchester Art Gallery.
Alumni and friends of the School gathered at the prestigious venue to listen to the
two raconteurs speak freely about their recollections of school days, their failed
attempts to become rock stars and successful, although both said serendipitous,
careers in the music industry. All these answers were expertly teased out of them
by compère for the night, Adam.
Tony had been in the year above Mark at school and both had fronted their own
rock bands – separated in style by a rock and roll year with Tony’s band, Black Cat
Bone, taking its influences from the likes of Free and Mark’s band, The Berlin
Airlift, being given its musical direction by the likes of T-Rex. Both carried their
dream of stardom to university with Tony studying Economics at Newcastle and
Mark studying English with American Studies at Manchester. Whilst plugging away
with their respective bands at university, neither quite reached the heights they
were striving for, although Tony’s band The Young Bucks was, Mark noted
jealously at the time, once reviewed in the NME! Realising their bandmates were
getting jobs after university, the pair looked around to see what they might do.
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Both felt their Bolton School grounding had given them a self-

music they may like and that podcasts could possibly shake up

belief that they could compete with anyone in the job market and

the radio industry. Both were delighted that music sales were

the pair quickly picked up jobs in the music industry. Having seen

rising again at the rate of 10% per year and that vinyl has made a

an advertisement in Music Week, Tony started work as a

comeback – Tony said he is proud to be a partner in a record

Production Controller for Warwick Records, before taking a job at

store in Shoreditch. He also noted how streaming, which many

EMI and after holding many positions within the company worked

had forecast would reduce revenues, was actually bringing in

his way to the top to become CEO and Chairman; Mark

much needed funds which can be invested in new bands by

“blagged” his way onto Piccadilly Radio becoming Assistant

record companies.

Producer of Drama and Classical Music before being allowed to
deliver a Saturday afternoon music show, which included regular
updates from the cricket! He is currently a presenter of the BBC 6
Music afternoon show and The Folk Show on Radio 2.

Tony Wadsworth attended Bolton School from 1967 to 1974,
Mark Radcliﬀe attended from 1966-1976 and Adam Woolley
attended from 2006-2013.

Adam asked a number of illuminating questions and when put on
the spot, Tony said, based on his dealings with them, the three
bands that he has worked with that he would take to a desert
island with him would be The Pet Shop Boys, Radiohead and
Blur. Mark Radcliﬀe said the three celebrity interviews that he
would take with him to an island would be the one he did with
Paul McCartney in Abbey Road Studios, a meeting with David
Bowie backstage at the Hammersmith Odeon and a much sought
after interview he got, with just a little help from Tony, with Kate
Bush at her house after her long self-imposed exile from music
whilst she focused on being a mother.
Asked about the future and digital media, Mark said DJs are still
needed, despite the likes of Spotify, to steer listeners towards
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N

ot only was the Bolton School Ball, held at the A J Bell Stadium in Salford, a roaring
success, but it also raised £19,000! The money will go towards bursaries for girls and boys who
begin their studies in Year 7 of the Girls’ or Boys’ Divisions at Bolton School and to projects run
by the two Parents’ Associations, who organised the event.
On the night, over 360 guests enjoyed a silver service three course dinner, live music from
Bloomsbury Music and entertainment by Gravity Live, which included dancers, stilt walkers and
gangsters from the era, as well as stunning aerobatics later in the evening. Teachers, staﬀ,
parents, former pupils and friends of the school wore a wide range of stunning outfits based on
a 1920s’ Gatsby theme and Sugar Studio photographed them in a stunning Gatsby-themed
backdrop. Before the diners danced the evening away, they enjoyed a ‘Heads and Tails’
competition run by the Headmistress of the Girls’ Division Sue Hincks, which posed a
challenging set of questions based on the 1920s. There was further fundraising through a raﬄe
and a pre-event online silent auction.
Sue Hincks, Headmistress of the Girls’ Division reflected: “The 2018 Bolton School Ball was
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone who attended. We are hugely grateful to all those who have
supported the event, and in particular the local suppliers and School connections who have
acted as sponsors and prize donors, without whose generosity the fundraising success would
not have been possible.”
Guests were treated to take-home gifts, including a specially designed candle featuring the
School’s Clock Tower.
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I

n the first of several community music primary school visits which take
place at the end of the Summer Term, Bolton School’s Joint Intermediate
Concert Band visited Brownlow Fold Primary School. The short concert
included performances of 'Fame', 'Rolling In The Deep' and 'Beauty And The
Beast'. Pupils also demonstrated their instruments to a fascinated young
audience, many of whom were not used to watching live music.
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S

ix authors and more than seven hundred pupils enjoyed a morning of
celebrating reading before the announcement of the 2018 Bolton Children’s Fiction
Award winners. Bolton School hosted the Award Ceremony and a morning of
sessions with all six of the shortlisted authors.
Twenty-three schools attended the 2018 Award Ceremony and morning of author
talks. This year, for the first time, primary schools were involved, reading three
books selected from the shortlist as most appropriate for younger readers and
voting for a Younger Fiction winner. The whole of Years 5 and 7 at Bolton School’s
Junior and Senior Schools also took part in the day.
Following a warm welcome from Miss Hincks, the Girls’ Division Headmistress,
pupils dispersed around the School to enjoy two sessions with the visiting authors:
Laurence Anholt (The Hypnotist), Theresa Breslin (Caged), Emma Carroll (Letters
from the Lighthouse), Christopher Edge (The Jamie Drake Equation), Tamsyn
Murray (Instructions for a Second-Hand Heart) and Lisa Thompson (Goldfish Boy).
The authors gave interesting and individual presentations. They talked about their
work, with particular focus on the book that was shortlisted for this year’s award,
but also discussed reading, their other books, writing and the publishing process,
where they find inspiration and how they develop ideas. Christopher Edge even
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explained elements of quantum physics and Schrödinger’s

Emma Carroll talked about being a writer as a ‘dream come true’

famous experiment in his session! Many pupils took advantage of

and the way that bookworms feel about books. Christopher Edge

the opportunity to ask probing questions based on their reading

mentioned NASA’s Voyager spaceship and his regret that

for the Award.

children’s books weren’t included on the Golden Record, because

After lunch, there was a book signing in the Boys’ Division Great
Hall. Book sales by pre-order and on the day were provided by
Ebb & Flo Bookshop, and pupils were delighted to have the
chance to chat with the authors and get their books signed.
Pupils returned to the Girls’ Division Great Hall for the main event.
The Bolton Children’s Fiction Award Ceremony was compèred by
Old Boy and crime fiction author Robert Parker. Robert, who left

they help to make sense of the world. Tamsyn Murray was
delighted to be in a room full of people who love reading. Lisa
Thompson oﬀered her top five pieces of advice to the young
writers in the room. They all thanked the audience and said how
pleased they were to have been shortlisted for the Award.
Then the time finally came for Robert to announce the two
winners to the excited audience:

the school in 2001, gave a summary of his career so far. He also

The Younger Fiction winner was Lisa Thompson with Goldfish

spoke about the importance of seeing the silver lining in

Boy.

everything and his attitude of using rejection and bad reviews to
spur him on.
A series of fantastic book trailers created by pupils from St.
James’ were shown, each one highlighting a diﬀerent book from
the shortlist and capturing the emotion, excitement and key
themes of the story. This was followed by a few words from each
of the shortlisted authors.

The Bolton Children’s Fiction Award winner was Tamsyn Murray
with Instructions for a Second-Hand Heart.
The day of author sessions and the ceremony was organised by
Head Librarian Mrs. Howarth and the Bolton School library staﬀ.
Throughout the day, they were ably assisted by Prefects,
Monitors and Year 8 and 9 Ambassadors, who had been chosen
for their active participation in the Award in previous years.

Laurence Anholt spoke of books as doorways to other worlds,
and said that enjoying reading is about finding the right book and
the right door. Theresa Breslin read an excerpt from Whispers in
the Graveyard, which was about the power of words and reading.
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B

olton School Boys’ Division, which is part of the Bolton Station Development
Partnership, provided actors, artists and musicians to entertain at the Bolton Station
Community Gala, held at the town’s railway station and transport interchange. The
Saturday celebration marked 50 years, to the day, since the last steam train left the
town’s locomotive sheds on Crescent Road and celebrated all things relating to
public transport.
In collaboration with RoughHouse Young Company, actors from across the year
groups of the Boys’ Division, performed ‘My Room, My Bolton’, a specially
commissioned play inspired by Bolton’s part in the 1930s Mass Observation Project.
Travellers and rail enthusiasts were halted in their tracks as boys took their play to the
general public, performing on the concourse of the town’s transport Interchange and
then handing out jam and scones to the audience! Alongside ‘the stage’, Year 7 boys’
stunning train artwork was also displayed and, later in the day, former pupil and
singer James Edgington delivered a wonderful set of pop classics.
The action-packed gala also included vintage bus rides, a miniature railway, poetry,
35 stalls including face-painting as well as live music and theatre. It was the
culmination of the coming together of a number of groups to breathe live back into
the railway station as a community hub. Further exciting developments of space in
the railway station are planned for the near future.
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B

olton School Boys’ Division pupils from Years 7 to 13 took part in a museum
takeover day entitled The Leverhulme Festival at Port Sunlight on the Wirral, the
model workers’ village created by the School’s founder, Lord Leverhulme. Activities
took place across the site and included drama and music in the Lever Art Gallery,
exhibitions and communal art in Bridge Cottage (once the home of Lord Leverhulme)
and pupil-led tours, geocaching and treasure hunts out of the Port Sunlight Museum.
It was a day of family fun, enjoyed by pupils, parents, governors including George
Apsion who is the great-grandson of Lord Leverhulme, and the general public. With
the stunning artwork of the Lady Lever Art Gallery as a backdrop, boys acted out,
under the directorship of RoughHouse Theatre, the final performance of ‘My Room
My Bolton’, a ‘love song to Bolton’ inspired by the Mass Observation project of the
1930s. Elsewhere on the site, artwork by the Young Artists’ Collective was displayed
at Bridge Cottage and students were on hand to talk about their work whilst
undertaking communal drawing. Musical accompaniment for the afternoon was
provided by the boys’ Junior String Quartet, Senior String Quartet, the Guitar Quartet,
the Brass Group and a number of piano soloists.
The evening concluded with an awards ceremony, presided over by Governor George
Apsion, which saw Matthew Hope win The Lady Lever Arts Award for innovative and
creative extra-curricular work, Sam Warburton win The Port Sunlight Trust Award for
dedication to creative work in the community and Jack Swires win The Lord
Leverhulme Award for leadership in extra-curricular work.
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T

his year was “the hottest Prizegiving on record”, according to the
Headmaster’s welcome. With the summer sunshine streaming in through the
windows, the prizes were presented and address given by Old Boy Mr. Stuart
Brooks CMG (1956-1966), who spent thirty-two years with the Foreign and
Commonwealth Oﬃce before moving to work at Chevron, where he is now
entering his eighteenth year. The assembled audience also enjoyed further reviews
of the school year from Chair of Governors Mr. Michel Griﬃths and Headmaster
Mr. Philip Britton, interspersed with musical accompaniment from pupils.
For the first time since 1966, the School song ‘Forty Years On’ was part of the
Prizegiving programme. Mr. Britton remarked that 1966 coincidentally was also the
year Mr. Brooks was last at Prizegiving and also the last time England won the
World Cup, so suggested that singing it again might perhaps bring footballing luck!
In his address, Mr. Griﬃths welcomed Mr. Brooks, congratulated the prize winners
and thanked staﬀ and parents for their support. He went on to speak about the
importance of links with Old Boys and the Governors’ continued vision for the
school as an integrated part of the community, capable of overcoming the issues
of aﬀordability and accessibility through the Bursary fund. He also mentioned the
Whole School Community Initiative of the Year Award, which the School received
at the TES Independent School Awards. He ended by wishing those who are
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leaving School this summer good luck, and advising them to

may seem, as in his time he has seen several ‘intractable’

follow their instincts, make a diﬀerence for good and have fun.

situations become resolved.

Prizegiving this year introduced two new prizes: the Ralf Little

While putting Global Warming into context alongside other threats

Prize and the Dobson Prize, both named after Old Boys. The Ralf

faced in his lifetime, he advised that things will probably not turn

Little Prize, which is awarded to acknowledge an exceptional

out as badly as initial reports suggest and said that having

contribution to the School’s extracurricular Arts output, was

passion and conviction is not incompatible with perspective. His

received by Mohammad Master in Year 13. The Dobson Prize is

final words of advice were to question so-called established

given to the most promising student of Technology in Year 13 and

wisdom, be open to all opportunities and experiences, remain

aims to encourage pupils in their study of Engineering; it was

relentlessly curious, and travel as widely as possible.

awarded to Alexander Young.

Mr. Brooks ended his address with a few nostalgic words about

Mr. Brooks gave a thoughtful address filled with nuggets of good

his school days and early travels, before thanking his audience

advice. He first of all reminded pupils that the evening’s prize-

and speaking of the “surprise and honour” he felt at being invited

winners may not be the ones invited back in future years: he

to give the Prizegiving Address.

himself did not receive a monitor’s badge! He then spoke about
things that have changed for the better since his schooldays,
such as the introduction of the NHS and dramatic shifts in ethics,
law and attitudes towards racism and social mobility. He briefly

Matthew Schaﬀel, the new School Captain, gave a vote of thanks
which celebrated his long international career in the diplomatic
service and thanked him for his insights and advice.

recounted his thirty-year career with the Foreign Oﬃce,

Finally, the Headmaster gave his review of the year, looking back

particularly mentioning his work in Northern Ireland at the height

on the successes of the past twelve months. In sport, he paid

of the Troubles and in the Moscow embassy during the

tribute to the Under 18 and Under 15 Water Polo teams who

communist regime and the fall of the Berlin Wall. He also

defended the School’s titles, and also various achievements in

discussed what it was like to work with politicians such as

table tennis, badminton, football and rugby. In more academic

Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair. Mr. Brooks counselled pupils to

pursuits, he spoke of the CREST awards, Chemquiz, MUN, MFL

“take the long view”, no matter how complex political situations

debating and hosting the first Northern Young Scientists Journal
conference. He also mentioned the School’s Platinum Artsmark
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and led a round of applause for pupils who have achieved
Duke of Edinburgh Gold Awards.
In addition, Mr. Britton bid farewell to members of staﬀ
who are leaving this summer: Mr. Zhang, Miss Brearley,
Mr. Howard, Dr. Altimeemy, Mr. Lees, Dr. Reeson, Deputy
Headmaster Mr. Wardle. They each received a round of
applause.
Prizegiving ended with the singing of ‘Jerusalem’. During
the course of the evening, there were three musical
performances from students: ‘Praeludium and
Allegro’ (Kreisler) from violinist Victor Chow, ‘Evermore
Without You’ (David Zippel and Andrew Lloyd Webber)
performed by Nicholas Clark accompanied by Dominic
Hardy on flute, and ‘Andaluza (Spanish Dance)’ (Granados)
from pianist Alex Gao. At the beginning and end of the
ceremony, the hall was filled with organ music provided by
Senior Organ Scholar Ben Chowdhury.
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Chapter 9

A Celebration
of Chemistry

S

everal generations of Chemists from Bolton School Boys’ Division enjoyed a
weekend dual celebration, marking 60 years since the opening of a purpose built
chemistry block and the passing of Nobel Prize winning Old Boy, Professor Sir
Harry Kroto (Bolton School, 1950-58), who the building was named after in 2013.
Sir Harry won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1996 for co-discovering the new
carbon allotrope, Buckminsterfullerene, was knighted in the same year and was
President of the Royal Society of Chemistry from 2002-2004.
Former teachers and alumni as well as current staﬀ and pupils gathered to swap
Chemistry reflections whilst reacquainting themselves with the Chemistry block
where their lessons took place. Guests on the day represented classes from as far
back as 1957 and more than 200 years of teaching service. The day began with
everyone catching up over tea and coﬀee and looking at a selection of old
Chemistry exam papers (from as far back as 1905) and pictures of the labs.
Guests were then treated to two highly engaging talks. The first, by award-winning
science communicator and nano-chemist Dr. Jamie Gallagher, showcased the
world of nano-technology. The second, by Old Boy Professor Malcolm Stevens
FRS (1944-57), discussed everything from his memories of school to his
pioneering work in cancer research. After a fine lunch and a 'Buckyball'
cake, decorated with the football-like structure of Buckminsterfullerene, action
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then moved to the Chemistry block, where Lower School pupils

RSC, regularly hosting the local Christmas lecture series as well

greeted guests and told them of their research work which will be

as smaller events for teachers and pupils from local schools.

submitted as part of a Crest Award. There were also hands-on
demonstrations and the running of some ‘favourite experiments’
requested by returning Old Boys. The team of current boys in
Years 9-11 who are reigning national champions in the Royal
Society of Chemistry (RSC) ‘Top of the Bench’ competition were
on hand and guests enjoyed displays from extra-curricular
competitions that pupils are encouraged to enter such as the
Chemistry Olympiad and C3L6.
Head of Chemistry in the Boys’ Division, Dr. Mike Yates, said: “I
am indebted to those former staﬀ and pupils that returned for this
event, it has been a special day which brought back many fond
memories. Here’s to another 60 years!”
The Boys’ Division has a strong tradition in Chemistry, inspiring a
number of its former pupils into careers in chemistry. Several
former pupils have gone on to careers in academic chemistry, in
addition to Professor Stevens, Professor Peter Skabara
(University of Glasgow) was also able to make the trip back to
Bolton for the day. Staﬀ from the school have continued to
contribute a great deal to chemistry education with many years of
service to the development of A Level Chemistry curricula, terms
on the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) council, editorial boards
and working groups. The School itself is highly engaged with the
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T

wo members of the Ice Maiden expedition, the first all-female team to ski
coast to coast across Antarctica using only muscle power, visited Bolton School to
talk about their polar experience. Major Sandy Hennis and Lance Sergeant Sophie
Montagne spoke to Senior School boys, Sixth Form pupils from both Divisions and
Junior Boys in Year 6.
The 1,704km journey was undertaken by six women in the British Army or Army
Reserves, and was prefaced by two years of training and preparation. Sophie and
Sandy each discussed their personal reasons for taking on this Antarctic
adventure: both wanted to push themselves, take on a new mental and physical
challenge, and prove that they could achieve any goal they set.
The training included experiencing Arctic conditions, ice-breaking drills in Norway
and crevasse rescue training. Even this tested their resilience: both Sandy and
Sophie talked about their diﬃculties with the crevasse rescue training, but also
how they faced their fears, in part thanks to the support of their team.
Throughout the presentation, the importance of the human relationships during
this incredible experience was highlighted. They also said that keeping up morale,
motivating each other and not allowing negative thinking to take hold was vital.
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When it came to describing the expedition itself, they spoke

The session ended with the opportunity for pupils to examine

about both the highs and the lows. These included the 15-day

some of the Ice Maiden expedition kit, all while asking

delay between reaching base camp and travelling to their start

enthusiastic questions.

point, and the extreme diﬀerence between the clear and ‘warm’
-10 degrees Celsius weather on the first day and the terrible
storm with 100kmph winds that hit on day two, forcing them to
batten down the hatches for two more days. Sandy also talked
candidly about how hard it was to ask for help when she came
down with the flu, but also how the rest of the team rallied to help
her continue. One of the greatest highlights was of course
reaching the South Pole – though Sophie commented that,
despite the celebration, they were only one third of the way into
their journey at that point!
Sophie and Sandy shared videos from the expedition, which took
just 61 days instead of the predicted 75. They also mentioned
that they broke three records in addition to being the first female
team: they were also the largest team and the first team of polar
novices to achieve the feat of crossing Antarctica using only
muscle power, and their teammate Lt. Jenni Stephenson was the
youngest person ever at 28.
Finally, Sandy asked the assembled pupils, “What is your
Antarctica?” and encouraged them not to hold themselves back,
because they can achieve whatever it is they want to do.
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